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Scientific Experimentation

• Numerical experiment to answer some (scientific) questions

• test/validate an hypothesis

• understand a mechanism

• Often done when designing a new algorithm, but not only

5
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Benchmarking

6

Optimization 
algorithm / Solver

How good is it ???

run it on test functions

f(x) =
n

∑
i=1

10 i − 1
n − 1 x2

i

Experiments

f(x) = 10 (n −
n

∑
i=1

cos(2π(xi))) + ∥x∥2

…

collect data

Performance

Interesting! My algorithm is 10 times 
faster than CMA-ES on separable 
functions but 1000 slower on non-

separable ones for dimensions 
between 5 and 40 ! 
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Overview

• I Scientific experimentation      

• demo in Python 

• II Benchmarking

7

The first principle is not to fool yourself – and you are the 
easiest person to fool.  


— Richard Feynman
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Why Experimentation?
• The behaviour of many if not most practically relevant algorithms is

• not amenable to a (full) theoretical analysis even when applied to simple 
problems

-results are not sufficient in practice  
often, complex algorithms are truthfully represented only by source code

implementation details matter (at least sometimes)  
hence we need an alternative to theory for investigation

• not comprehensible or predictable without (extensive) empirical examinations
even on simple problems (the algorithm is the only source of complexity)

comprehension is the main driving force for scientific progress 
If it disagrees with experiment, it's wrong. […] And that simple statement

is the key to science. — R. Feynman 

• Virtually all algorithms have parameters
like most (physical/biological/…) models in science

we rarely have explicit knowledge about the “right” choice  
prevent overfitting is a particular challenge

this is a big obstacle in designing and benchmarking algorithms 

• We are interested in solving black-box optimisation problems
which may be “arbitrarily” complex and (by definition) not well-understood 

𝒪

8
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“In the course of your work, you will from time to time encounter the situation where 
the facts and the theory do not coincide. In such circumstances […], it is my earnest 
advice to respect the facts.“

                                                                    –– Igor Sikorsky

“If it disagrees with experiment, it's wrong. And that simple statement is the key to 
science. […] That's all there is to it.”

                                      –– Richard P. Feynman 
https://youtu.be/b240PGCMwV0

Why is Experimentation Important?

9

https://youtu.be/b240PGCMwV0
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Scientific Experimentation in a Nutshell

• start from a (good) scientific question

• design an experiment to test (try to “falsify”/“rule out”/render 
unlikely) one or several answers

• visualize (all) what make sense and interpret

• iterate …

Effective scientific experimentation requires a healthy mixture of 
creativity and technique, comparable to the arts.

10
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• What is the aim? Answer a question, ideally quickly (minutes, seconds) and 
with little ambiguity

consider in advance what the question is and in which 
way the/an experiment could answer the question 

• practice to make quantitative predictions of the possible/expected outcomes
to develop a mental model of the object of interest

quantitative in a) effect size and b) error probability of the prediction  
to practice to make the clear distinction between a guess from intuition and observations

to practice being proven wrong by observations and overcoming confirmation bias

• do not (blindly) trust in code, claims, … that you rely upon without good 
reasons

check/test “everything” yourself, practice stress testing (e.g. 
a weird parameter setting) which (also) boosts understanding

this is a key element for success 
interpreted/scripted languages have an advantage (quick test of code snippets) 

Why Most Published Research Findings Are False [Ioannidis 2005] 

• run rather many than fewer (different) experiments iteratively, practice online 
experimentation (see demonstration)

to run many experiments they must be quick to implement and run, 
ideally seconds rather than minutes (start with small dimension/budget)

develops a sense for the effect of setup changes

11

Scientific Experimentation (dos and don’ts)
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• run any experiment at least twice
assuming that the outcome is stochastic

or with a different initialization
thereby getting an estimator of variation/dispersion/variance

• display: the more the better, the more polished the better
figures are intuition pumps (not only for presentations or publications)

it is hard to overestimate the value of a good figure
data is the only way experimentation can help to answer questions,

therefore look at the data, stare at them, study them carefully!  

• don’t make minimising CPU-time a primary objective
avoid spending time in implementation details to tweak performance

prioritize code clarity (minimize time to change code, to debug code, to maintain code) 
yet code optimization may be necessary to run experiments efficiently

• Testing Heuristics: We Have it All Wrong [Hooker 1995]
“The emphasis on competition is fundamentally anti-intellectual and does not build 

the sort of insight that in the long run is conducive to more effective algorithms”

12

Scientific Experimentation (dos and don’ts)
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• It is usually (much) more important to understand why algorithm A 
performs badly on function f, than to make algorithm A faster (for 
unknown, unclear or trivial reasons)

mainly because an algorithm is applied to unknown functions, not to f,  
and the “why” allows to predict the effect of design decisions

• Remain aware: many devils are in the details, results or their 
interpretation may crucially depend on (simple or intricate) subtleties 
or bugs

yet another reason to run many (slightly) different experiments
check limit settings to give consistent results

• Invariance is a very powerful, almost indispensable tool 

13

Scientific Experimentation (dos and don’ts)
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Scientific Questions and Objectives (bad and good)

• Invent a new algorithm that is better than a well-established one, say outperforms an 
algorithm developed for 20 years (e.g. CMA-ES) in the domain where it excels 
(unconstrained, difficult problems)

likely to be very difficult, not very specific on the class of problems (where do we start?), given the 
algorithm framework (comparison-based, derivative-free) isn’t the algorithm already close to optimal 

performance?

• Have a CMA-ES version with a mixture of Gaussians to perform well on multimodal 
functions

not very specific: which functions do we want to solve better ? Why do we expect to solve problems 
better than CMA-ES with restarts?  How can the algorithm scale with the number of local optima? why 

should it help to maintain several modes to approach a global optimum?

• what people do afterwards: do not compare with baseline (algorithm with restart), test on 
a few functions with few local optima

• This new concept used in physics (or ...) is fancy, many famous people use it, I want to write 
a paper using that in our domain as it will look good and cool

14
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• I want to understand why the algorithm fails in solving this problem
specific, leads to subquestions like what is the difficulty of the problem, can another 

method solve it … 
understanding why it fails is often the first step to solve the problem

• I want to design a large-scale CMA-ES variant scaling linearly that solves 
problem with sparse structure

not widely explored, possible to identify classes of problems to experiment with

• I want to know how this algorithm scales with the dimension to solve this 
class of problems

specific, easy to design an experiment that will give a clear answer

• How do I add errors bars that are meaningful when plotting ECDF graphs?
specific, unexplored, useful...

15

Scientific Questions and Objectives (bad and good)
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Desirable properties of scientific questions
What are good scientific questions / objectives:

• question/objective should be solvable (e.g., an algorithm is not already close enough to 
its optimal performance)

• realistic

• have a mechanism why it could succeed / be answered (before to start experimentation)

• not too general / specific enough

• parts can be answered (quickly) 

• related to an unexplored subdomain

• not motivated by fashion 

• relate to improve methods where it is needed

16
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• Demo on scientific experimentation

17
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What did we illustrate - Take home messages

• Interpretation of data can be difficult

• trying various ideas may be necessary

18
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Overview

• I Scientific experimentation      

• demo in Python 

• II Benchmarking

19

The first principle is not to fool yourself – and you are the 
easiest person to fool. Richard Feynman
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Benchmarking

20

Optimization 
algorithm / Solver

How good is it ???

run it on test functions

f(x) =
n

∑
i=1

10 i − 1
n − 1 x2

i

Experiments

f(x) = 10 (n −
n

∑
i=1

cos(2π(xi))) + ∥x∥2

…

collect data

Performance

Interesting! My algorithm is 10 times 
faster than CMA-ES on separable 
functions but 1000 slower on non-

separable ones for dimensions 
between 5 and 40 ! 
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About Generalization

21

Does benchmarking make sense at all?
After all there is no free lunch, right? Or is there?

• A benchmark should attempt to model commonplace and relevant “real-world” optimization problems
The set of all observable optimization problems is WAY

smaller than most sets of mathematically constructible problems.  
 

NFL theorems hold on sets of functions that are “closed under permutation”. 
 Whether all functions in such set are (equally often) observed in reality is an empirical question. 

 Practical evidence suggests: some algorithms are vastly worse than others.  

• The function or instance ID can not be input to the algorithm
We shall not set algorithm parameters depending on each function! 

AKA overfitting.
 The benchmarking setup: an algorithm that needs to repeatedly solve “new” problems or instances. 

possible but not recommended: Crafting Effort correction for using different parameter settings on different functions1.

• Invariance of algorithms is a relevant aspect to interpret (generalizability of) benchmarking results

• Comparable data
depends on the benchmarking setup  

across publications 
across functions (e.g. speedup factor)

1: Price KV. Differential evolution vs. the functions of the 2nd ICEO. In Proceedings of 1997 IEEE International Conference on Evolutionary Computation (ICEC'97) 1997 (pp. 153-157). IEEE.
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What about Competitions?

22

“The emphasis on competition is fundamentally anti-intellectual and does not build 
the sort of insight that in the long run is conducive to more effective algorithms”. 

Hooker (1995) distinguishes “scientific testing” from “competitive testing” 
in Testing Heuristics: We Have it All Wrong.
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Miscellaneous

23

• A trivial (serial) algorithm portfolio: K algorithms can solve each and 
every problem as fast as the fastest of these algorithms multiplied by K.

Run in parallel, they become as fast as the fastest algorithm

• What differences are we interested in?
2%, 20%, 200%, 2000%,…

• Function/problem instances
versus different functions

• Search domain: discrete and continuous
Examples come from the continuous domain.
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(Specific) Goals of Benchmarking
We may think of benchmarking as measuring algorithm performance in a systematic and standardized 
way 

thereby creating a performance “profile” of an algorithm  
for a standardized assessment and for simplified comparison

Specific goals can be:

1. Comparing against the “state-of-the-art” or against a baseline
any comparison between two or more algorithms

2. Understanding algorithms
benchmarking usually raises questions, dedicated experimentation is often necessary to answer them

3. Predict performance on real-world problems

4. Selecting algorithms to solve a given problem

5. Regression testing after changes of an algorithm or an implementation

6. Running a competition
a competition setup needs to hide information from the competitor/experimenter

24

The points 2–5 require to compare algorithms

“Everybody” has to do it and it is tedious: choosing (and implementing) problems, 
performance measures, visualization, statistical tests, ... 

 which suggests to consider using tools
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Benchmarking How To: The Global Picture
Two surprisingly (but not completely) independent components:

• Which benchmark, which suite of functions/problems do we run 
the algorithms on?

For example and in particular, which collection of test problems?

• How to assess performance?

• experimental setup

• data collection

• measures used and presented

25
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COCO/BBOB: The Global Picture

26

COCO experiments
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Figure by Tea Tušar in Hansen et al (2021), COCO: A platform for comparing continuous optimizers in a 
black-box setting. Optimization Methods and Software, 36(1), 114-144.
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What is the Benchmark? 
Choice of Test Problems

27
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What to Benchmark?

• Taking all possible functions from a repository?
• Bad idea if

• function difficulties are unbalanced
too many small dimensional problems, convex problems… 

• and performance is aggregated
• Leads to bias in the performance assessment

28

Furious activity is no substitute for understanding (H.H. Williams)
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What to Benchmark?
• test functions should be representative of difficulties we want to test

therefore NFL has no relevance as assumption of being closed 
under permutation has no relevance wrt real world problems

• related to real-word difficulties
for performance to be generalizable to RW

• scalable
dimension plays a big role in performance

curse of dimensionality

• comprehensible but not too easy
BB optimization does not mean BB  benchmarking

• we should still hide properties from the solver (hide optimum, …)
solvers should not be able to exploit the benchmark intentionally or not

29
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• should allow as many algorithm types/interfaces as possible
bounded, unbounded, different input options, deterministic, randomized,…

• defines the information an algorithm is allowed to use
search domain (and hence dimension), initial solution, 

regions of “interest”, function as back-box  
not: function name/ID

• pure repetitions only work for randomized algorithms

• should define what is recorded to afterwards measure performance

• may define a budget (or not)
anytime vs targeted budget

Experimental Setup

30
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Handling and Displaying Empirical Data
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Displaying (Performance) Results

Empirically 

convergence graphs is all we have to start with 

the right presentation is important!  

32
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Displaying Three Runs

33

why not, what’s wrong?

not like this (it’s unfortunately not an extremely uncommon picture)


why not, what’s wrong with it?
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Displaying Three Runs

34
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Displaying Three Runs

35
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Displaying 51 Runs

36
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There is more to display than convergence graphs
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Aggregation: Which Statistics?

38
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Aggregation: Which Statistics?
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Aggregation: Which Statistics?
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Aggregation: Which Statistics?
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Aggregation: Which Statistics?
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Implications

• preferably, use the median as summary datum 
unless there are good reasons for a different statistics 

out of practicality: use an odd number of repetitions 

• more general: use quantiles as summary data 
for example out of 15 data: 2nd, 8th, and 14th  

value represent the 10%, 50%, and 90%-tile 

43
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Two More Examples

44
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Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

Given a random variable , the cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) is defined as

 for all 

It characterizes the probability distribution of  
If two random variables have the same CDF, they have the same 

probability distribution

T

CDFT(t) = Pr(T ≤ t) t ∈ ℝ

T

45
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Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

46

Given a random variable , the cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) is defined as

 for all 

It characterizes the probability distribution of  
If two random variables have the same CDF, they 

have the same probability distribution

T

CDFT(t) = Pr(T ≤ t) t ∈ ℝ

T
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Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function
• Given a collection of data                   (e.g. an empirical sample of a 

random variable) the empirical cumulative distribution function 
(ECDF) is a step function that jumps by  at each value in the 
data.  
 
 
 

• It is an estimate of the CDF that generated the points in the 
sample. 

1/k

47

T1, T2, …, Tk
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Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function

For  realization of a random variable T, by the LLN

  a.s. for all 

ECDF(T1,…,Tk)(t) =
number of Ti ≤ t

k
=

1
k

k

∑
i=1

1{Ti≤t}

{Ti : i ≥ 1} i.i.d.

ECDFT1,…,Tk
(t)

k→∞
CDFT(t) t

48
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On Performance Measure
• When comparing algorithms:

➡ Algorithm A is better than Algorithm B?
we want more than that      

➡ Algorithm A is 100 times faster than Algorithm B                 

We want quantitative statements 

• Requires 

➡ adequate performance measure 

➡ adequate data collection
49
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Collecting Empirical Data

50
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Convergence Graphs is All We Have

using the lower envelope is a practical choice that relates to the first hitting time

51

● a convergence graph  
● lower envelope (a monotonous graph), 

best so-far solution

We measure #fevals: quantitative, 
comparable across papers 
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Discretization: Two Possibilities

• vertical: by evaluation is a natural discretization
for wall clock or CPU time we would need to determine discretization intervals

• evaluations are the independent variable
function value is the dependent variable, the measurement

52

● a convergence graph  
● lower envelope (a monotonous graph), 

best so-far solution
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Discretization: Two Possibilities

53

• horizontal: not a “natural” discretization
we need to determine discretization intervals

• function “target” values are the independent variable
time is the dependent variable, the measurement

• still recovers the original data
a time measurement for each discretization function value, these measurements can be plotted as ECDF 

•

● a convergence graph  
● lower envelope (a monotonous graph), 

best so-far solution
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COCO/BBOB

54

using the

horizontal discretization  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COCO/BBOB

55

is 

not
just 

a technical subtlety 
because it crucially determines the measurement we are looking at in the end
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Fixed Target(s) versus Fixed Budget

• Both can lead to imprecise data (a bound) in some cases
• “too” good performance (often overlooked)

(reached global optimum up to the relevant or numerical precision before the given budget) 
quick and dirty fix: assign best possible (or measured) function value

• “too” bad performance
then the data only provide a lower bound estimate for the runtime (and a fixed budget measure at the maximum budget) 

quick and dirty fix: assign 10 x time_out_budget

56

● five convergence graphs 
“quality indicator” versus “time”
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The resulting measurement

• Fixed budget (vertical, target-free) design: function values (quality)

• Fixed target design (budget-free) design: evaluations (runtime)

Does this make a difference?

57

Fixed Target(s) versus Fixed Budget
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• Nominal - categorial, define a classification

• Ordinal - define an order, ranks

• Interval - differences are meaningful

• Rational - ratios are meaningful, we usually can take the logarithm

CAVEAT: mathematical and semantic treatment of data is not the same. From a classification with values {1, 2} we 
can mathematically take differences and ratios of the values, but they have no meaningful semantic interpretation.

Scales of Measurement (“Level” of Data)

• Nominal - categorial, define a classification

• Ordinal - define an order, ranks, function values (fixed budget)

• Interval - differences are meaningful

• Rational - ratios are meaningful, we usually can take the logarithm, 
function evaluations (fixed target)

58

CAVEAT: mathematical and semantic treatment of data is not the same. From a classification with values {1, 2} we 
can mathematically take differences and ratios of the values, but they have no meaningful semantic interpretation. 
Fahrenheit or Celsius versus Kelvin describe temperatures, however only Kelvin is on a rational scale of measurement.
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• The fixed budget (vertical) design is (much) easier to set up
target-free: choosing a budget is simpler than choosing a target and  

we need to choose a maximal “timeout” budget either way

• For the (very) same reason, results from the fixed target (horizontal) 
design are (much) simpler to interpret and usually more conclusive 

without specific knowledge/insight, a function value is impossible to interpret beyond ordering

• Runtimes have a quantitative interpretation
“Algorithm A is 100 times faster than Algorithm B”

• Fixed target results can be meaningfully aggregated in ECDFs and 
geometric averages

whereas function values from different functions are in general not commensurable

• Fixed target results are “budget-free”
we can compare results with different maximal “timeout” budgets

59

Summarizing Fixed Target(s) versus Fixed Budget
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From a Convergence Graph to the Empirical Runtime Distribution
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𝟣𝟢𝟢 𝟣𝟢𝟣 𝟣𝟢𝟤 𝟣𝟢𝟥 𝟣𝟢𝟦
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𝟣𝟢𝟢 𝟣𝟢𝟣 𝟣𝟢𝟤 𝟣𝟢𝟥 𝟣𝟢𝟦

evaluations

when we maximize 
(instead of minimize), 
the graph can be 
considered as an 
empirical runtime 
distribution as is
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#solved
#all

#evals = ∫
#solved

#all

0
#evals(Δf ) dΔf

#solved
#all

#evals = ∫
#solved

#all

0
#evals(Δfi(r)) dr

𝟣𝟢𝟢 𝟣𝟢𝟣 𝟣𝟢𝟤 𝟣𝟢𝟥 𝟣𝟢𝟦

evaluations
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#evals =
#all

#solved ∫
#solved

#all

0
#evals(Δfi(r)) dr

evaluations
𝟣𝟢𝟢 𝟣𝟢𝟣 𝟣𝟢𝟤 𝟣𝟢𝟥 𝟣𝟢𝟦

When the x-axis is in log-scale, it is 
the geometric average
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Aggregation of Several Convergence Graphs

77

evaluations evaluations evaluations

evaluations evaluationsevaluations
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Data and Performance Profiles
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Data Profile

80

Benchmarking Derivative-Free Optimization Algorithms by J. Moré and S. Wild. SIAM J. Optimization, Vol. 20 (1), pp.172-191, 2009.

Given  a collection of runtime (#of f-evals) for a solver  to reach a 
certain target on a problem .

The data profile is the ECDF of :

(t) = 

•

Tp,s s
p ∈ 𝒫

{Tp,s/(n + 1), p ∈ 𝒫}

ECDF{Tp,s/(n+1),p∈𝒫}
1

|𝒫 |

|𝒫|

∑
p=1

1{ Tp,s
n + 1 ≤t}

Normalization is done because runtime
associated to different dimensions are 

put together 
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Data Profile

81

Benchmarking Derivative-Free Optimization Algorithms by J. Moré and S. Wild. SIAM J. Optimization, Vol. 20 (1), pp.172-191, 2009.

Given  a collection of runtime (#of f-evals) for a solver  to reach a 
certain target on a problem .

The data profile is the ECDF of :

(t) = 

•

Tp,s s
p ∈ 𝒫

{Tp,s/(n + 1), p ∈ 𝒫}

ECDF{Tp,s/(n+1),p∈𝒫}
1

|𝒫 |

|𝒫|

∑
p=1

1{ Tp,s
n + 1 ≤t}

Normalization is done because runtime
associated to different dimensions are 

put together 
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Data Profile

Targets may be different for each function, but choosing a different 
target or shifting the respective graph vertically is the same
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Performance Profile
Normalize runtime by performance of best solver: Define the performance on a 
problem  by a solver  as the runtime divided by the runtime of best solver among a 
set of solvers 

The performance profile of a solver s is the ECDF of :

(t) = 

p s
𝒮

rp,s =
Tp,s

min{Tp,s : s ∈ 𝒮}

{rp,s, p ∈ 𝒫}

ECDF{rp,s,p∈𝒫}
1

|𝒫 |

|𝒫|

∑
p=1

1{rp,s≤t}

83

E. D. Dolan and J. J. Moré, Benchmarking optimization software with performance profiles, Math. Program., 91 (2002), pp. 201–213. 

⚠ It “Removes” the order 
of magnitude of  and 
thus the information of 

difficulty

Tp,s
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Data and Performance Profile: Discussion
• Performance and Data profiles are just ECDF of (normalized) runtime 

associated to a single target per problem

• Performance profile

• normalized by the smallest (best) runtime 

• relative to the set of solvers benchmarked
difficult to compare across papers

• we do not see the problem difficulty anymore: normalization removes 
absolute value

84
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Aggregation of Data
• is necessary

e.g., BBOB takes about 24 x 15 x 30 ≈ 10,000 single measurements
for each algorithm in each dimension

• implicit assumption: uniform distribution over all problems we aggregate over
shall somewhat reflect the problem distribution in reality

• properties that can be inexpensively probed should not (never) be aggregated 
over different values

For example: dimensionality. Why?

• any runtimes can be meaningfully aggregated
Assuming they come in the same unit of measurement (here evaluations). 

However: not all ways to aggregate runtimes are meaningful.  
We should use a log scale when they come from different distributions.

• successful and unsuccessful runs can be meaningfully aggregated,
solving the fast vs successful comparison “dilemma” once and for all. 

Using simulated restarts or Enes/ERT/SP2, see “Treating success probabilities”.

85
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1. aggregating repetitions over the same (or very similar) problem(s)
in particular with unsuccessful trials

2. aggregating data from different problems

86

Aggregation of Data
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Expected RunTime (ERT)
Aggregated measurement of repetitions
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Treating Success Probabilities

88

number of evaluations

fu
nc

tio
n 

(o
r i

nd
ic

at
or

) v
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ue

F-Target

Solving the fast-versus-successful comparison dilemmaSolving the fast-versus-successful comparison dilemma  
Treating Success Probabilities
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We can simulate a runtime distribution by simulated 
(artificial) restarts using the given independent runs

Caveat: the performance of algorithm A critically depends on termination 
methods (before to hit the target)

which reflects the situation on a practical problem unless many runs can be done in parallel

Treating Success Probabilities
Solving the fast-versus-successful comparison dilemmaSolving the fast-versus-successful comparison dilemma  

Treating Success Probabilities
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Expected Runtime of Restart Algorithm

90

Expected Runtime of Restart Algorithm:

comparable runtimes

𝔼[RTr] = ( 1
ps

− 1) 𝔼[RTunsucc] + 𝔼[RTsuccess]

Expected time to see 
the first success
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defined (only) for #successes > 0

unsuccessful runs count 
(only) in the nominator

Expected runtime (ERT, aka Enes, SP2, aRT) estimates 𝔼[RTr]

Expected RunTime - ERT

ERT =
#evaluations(until to hit target or stop)

#successes

ERT = ( Nsuccess + Nunsuccess

Nsuccess
− 1) avg(evalunsucc) + avg(evalsucc)

𝔼[RTr] = ( 1
ps

− 1) 𝔼[RTunsucc] + 𝔼[RTsuccess]

= ( Nunsuccess

Nsuccess ) avg(evalunsucc) + avg(evalsucc)

odds ratio
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ERT Related Performance Measures

ERT = ( Nunsuccess

Nsuccess ) avg(evalunsucc) + avg(evalsucc)

The last three lines are AKA Q-measure or SP1 (success performance).  
See [Price 1997] and [Auger&Hansen 2005]

≈ ( Nunsuccess

Nsuccess ) avg(evalsucc) + avg(evalsucc)

= ( Nunsuccess + Nsuccess

Nsuccess ) avg(evalsucc)

= ( 1
success rate ) avg(evalsucc)

may or may not  
be the case
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On Scaling

93
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1. aggregating repetitions over the same (or very similar) problem(s)
in particular with unsuccessful trials

2. aggregating data from different problems
already a single convergence graph contains different problems

94

Aggregation of Data
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Aggregation of Data: ECDFs With Different Problems

• ECDFs (re-)order the data (sort the data)
hence we lose the problem label 

single convergence graph ECDFs are not affected  

• The average runtime ratio  
            

  

 
is the area between the runtime distribution graphs of two algorithms A,B

is the geometric average when the x-axis is in log-scale  
with the geometric average it is invariant under the exchange of operators: 

the ratio of the averages equals the average of the ratios

exp ( 1
k

∑k
i log(Bi))

exp ( 1
k

∑k
i log(Ai))

= exp ( 1
k

k

∑
i

log(Bi) −
1
k

k

∑
i

log(Ai)) = exp
1
k

k

∑
i

log ( Bi

Ai )
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Discussion of Aggregation (Caveat)

Algorithm A        50                     500     

Algorithm B       100                  1000

96

Problem
 1

Problem
 2

Algorithm A = 2 x faster
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Discussion of Aggregation (Caveat)

Algorithm A        50                     500     

Algorithm B       1000                  100

97

Problem
 1

Problem
 2

Algorithm A = 20 x faster Algorithm B

Algorithm B = 5 x faster Algorithm A

Domination in each point of an empirical 
runtime distribution does not imply better 
performance on each problem!
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• The average runtime ratio  
            

  

 
is the area between the runtime distribution graphs of two algorithms A,B

is the geometric average when the x-axis is in log-scale  
with the geometric average it is invariant under the exchange of operators: 

the ratio of the averages equals the average of the ratios

exp ( 1
k

∑i log(Bi))
exp ( 1

k
∑i log(Ai))

= exp ( 1
k ∑

i

log(Bi) −
1
k ∑

i

log(Ai)) = exp ( 1
k ∑

i

log ( Bi

Ai ))
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Take Home Messages
• Select a balanced testbed

furious activity is no substitute for understanding  
using “all functions” is likely to introduce a bias

(too many simple or low dimensional problems)

• Use quantitative measurements
which should preferably be comparable across publications 

empirical CDFs are a very useful tool 

• Don’t aggregate over attributes that are simple to determine
like dimension

• Benchmarking is tedious but necessary
use a provided software platform?

99
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Statistical Analysis

“The first principle is that you must not fool yourself, and you 
are the easiest person to fool. So you have to be very careful 
about that. After you've not fooled yourself, it's easy not to 
fool other[ scientist]s. You just have to be honest in a 
conventional way after that. ” 

— Richard P. Feynman 

• Statistical analysis is secondary! 

useful only after a (quantitative) conclusion has been drawn from the data.

• Don’t confuse statistical (significance) testing (hypothesis testing) with 
statistical data exploration (searching for which test of many has a 
small p-value, HARKing, hypothesis generating)

100
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Statistical Analysis

“[…] experimental results lacking proper statistical analysis must be 
considered anecdotal at best, or even wholly inaccurate.” 

— M. Wineberg, 2016 

101

Do you agree (sounds about right) 
or disagree (is a little over the top) 
with the quote?

an experimental result (shown 
are all data obtained):
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Statistical Analysis

“[…] experimental results lacking proper statistical analysis must be 
considered anecdotal at best, or even wholly inaccurate.” 

— M. Wineberg, 2016 

102

Do you agree (sounds about right) 
or disagree (is a little over the top) 
with the quote?

an experimental result (shown 
are all data obtained):

Do we need a statistical analysis?



Nikolaus Hansen, Inria

The “ -value of statistical significance” is the probability that we will observe a “false positive” outcome,  
i.e., the probability that the observed (or more extreme “favorable”) data  would be observed 

under the null hypothesis H0 “by chance” (while in reality there is no “effect” to be seen).


It is straight forward to compute the posterior odds that H0 is true from the observed -value:


p P(D ∣ H0)
D

p

103

• if we try to improve a state-of-the-art algorithm, the prior odds of  is usually high (the odds of success is low)

as a rule of thumb, the higher the prior odds for , the more interesting is the scientific question to begin with 

to accept  with the same confidence we had before in , we need 


• if we are not willing to estimate the prior odds of , we are not justified to conclude anything about 
whether rejecting  is a reasonable decision  

we can only conclude that the odds for  became about  times worse

H0
H0

¬H0 H0 p ≈ P(¬H0)2

H0
H0

H0 2p

P (A | B)

P (¬A | B)| {z }
posterior odds

=
P (A)

P (¬A)| {z }
prior odds

P (B | A)

p| {z }
update

posterior odds for ”A is better” ⇡ prior odds ⇥ 1/p

<latexit sha1_base64="YpyG8+tp+9wL5DeEHiNVQyVi4lM=">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</latexit>

posterior odds for H0 ⇡ prior odds for H0 times 2p

P (H0 | D)

P (¬H0 | D)| {z }
posterior odds

=
P (H0)

P (¬H0)| {z }
prior odds

p

P (D | ¬H0)| {z }
update (Bayes factor)

<latexit sha1_base64="jB1ujxBWjtBcxFjreclNWmm0DIY=">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</latexit>

What about the -value?p
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• first, check the relevance of the result, for example, of the difference 
which is tested for statistical significance

this also means: preferably do not explorative testing (e.g. test all pairwise combinations),  
any ever so small difference can be made statistically significant with a simple trick,  

but not made significant in the sense of relevant or important or meaningful

• we prefer “nonparametric” methods
not assuming that the statistics come from a parametrised  

family of probability distributions

• Null hypothesis (H0) = both/all data come from the same distribution

• p-value = significance level = probability of a false positive outcome 
given H0 is true = probability “H0 is rejected” given H0 is true

smaller p-values are better 
obsolete practice: <0.1% or <1% or <5% is usually considered as statistically significant

• given an observed p-value, fewer data are better
more data (almost inevitably) lead to smaller p-values, hence  

to achieve the same p-value with fewer data, the between-difference  
must be larger compared to the within-variation

104

Statistical Testing: General Prodecure
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• first, check the relevance of the result, for example of the difference which is 
to be tested for statistical significance

this also means: do not explorative testing (e.g. test all pairwise combinations)  
any ever so small difference can be made statistically  

significant with a simple trick,  
but not made significant in the sense of relevant or important or meaningful

• prefer “nonparametric” methods
not assuming that the data come from a parametrised  

family of probability distributions

• Null hypothesis (H0) = both/all data come from the same distribution

• p-value = significance level = probability of a false positive outcome given 
H0 is true = probability H0 is rejected given H0 is true

smaller p-values are better 
<0.1% or <1% or <5% is usually considered as statistically significant

• given a found/observed p-value, fewer data are better
more data (almost inevitably) lead to smaller p-values, hence  

to achieve the same p-value with fewer data, the between-difference  
must be larger compared to the within-variation

105

Statistical Testing: General Prodecure
example of test statistics distribution density given H0

false positive error area
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• first, check the relevance of the result, for example of the difference which is 
to be tested for statistical significance

this also means: do not explorative testing (e.g. test all pairwise combinations)  
any ever so small difference can be made statistically  

significant with a simple trick,  
but not made significant in the sense of relevant or important or meaningful

• prefer “nonparametric” methods
not assuming that the data come from a parametrised  

family of probability distributions

• Null hypothesis (H0) = both/all data come from the same distribution

• p-value = significance level = probability of a false positive outcome given 
H0 is true = probability H0 is rejected given H0 is true

smaller p-values are better 
<0.1% or <1% or <5% is usually considered as statistically significant

• given an observed p-value, fewer data are better
more data (almost inevitably) lead to smaller p-values, hence  

to achieve the same p-value with fewer data, the between-difference  
must be larger compared to the within-variation

Statistical Testing: General Prodecure
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• we use the rank-sum test (scipy.stats.ranksums, aka Wilcoxon or Mann-
Whitney U test)

• Assumption: all observations (data values) are obtained independently and no equal 
values are observed

The “lack” of necessary preconditions is the main reason to use the rank-sum test. 
even a few equal values are not detrimental  

the rank-sum test is nearly as efficient as the t-test which requires certain distributions  
for empirical mean and variance

for discrete data with ties: scipy.stats.mannwhitneyu(…, alternative='two-sided')

• Null hypothesis (nothing relevant is observed if): Pr(x < y) = Pr(y < x)
H0: the probability to be greater or smaller (better or worse) is the same  

the aim is to be able to reject the null hypothesis

• Procedure: computes subsums of ranks in the ranking of all (combined) data values
Alg1 = [400, 422, 440] vs Alg2 = [444, 490, 555]  ranks: Alg1 = [1, 2, 3] vs Alg2 = [4, 5, 6] 

• Outcome: a p-value
the probability that the observed or a more extreme data set was generated under the  

null hypothesis; the probability to mistakenly reject the null hypothesis

⟹

Statistical Testing: Methods

107

Alg1 = [400, 422, 440] vs Alg2 = [444, 490, 555]  ranks: Alg1 = [1, 2, 3] vs Alg2 = [4, 5, 6]⟹
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• use the rank-sum test (scipy.stats.ranksums, aka Wilcoxon or Mann-Whitney 
U test)

• Assumption: all observations (data values) are obtained independently and no 
equal values are observed

The “lack” of necessary preconditions is the main reason to use the rank-sum test. 
even a few equal values are not detrimental  

the rank-sum test is nearly as efficient as the t-test which requires normal distributions
for discrete data with ties: scipy.stats.mannwhitneyu(…, alternative='two-sided')

• Null hypothesis (nothing relevant is observed if): Pr(x < y) = Pr(y < x)
H0: the probability to be greater or smaller (better or worse) is the same  

the aim is to be able to reject the null hypothesis

• Procedure: computes the sum of ranks in the ranking of all (combined) data 
values

Alg1 = [400, 422, 440] vs Alg2 = [444, 490, 555]  ranks: Alg1 = [1, 2, 3] vs Alg2 = [4, 5, 6] 

• Outcome: a p-value
the probability that the observed or a more extreme data set was generated under the  

null hypothesis; the probability to mistakenly reject the null hypothesis

⟹

Statistical Testing: Methods
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Alg1 = [400, 422, 440] vs Alg2 = [444, 490, 555]  ranks: Alg1 = [1, 2, 3] vs Alg2 = [4, 5, 6]⟹
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Statistical Testing: How many data do we need?
AKA as test efficiency

• assumption: data are fully “separated”, that is,                                                                           

• observation: adding 2 data points in each group gives about one additional order of magnitude

• use the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests
simple and conservative: multiply the computed 

p-value by the number of tests 

109

pmin = 2
n1Y

i=1

i
i + n2

’i, j : xi < yj or ’i, j : xi > yj (two-sided)

Rank Sum Test
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Statistical Testing: How many data do we need?

• In the best case: at least ten (two times five) and two times nine 
is plenty

minimum number of data to possibly get two-sided 
p < 1%: 5+5 or 4+6 or 3+9 or 2+19 or 1+200

and p < 5%: 4+4 or 3+5 or 2+8 or 1+40

• We often take two times 11 or 31 or 51
median, 5%-tile and 95%-tile are easily accessible  

with 11 or 31 or 51… data 

• Too many data make statistical significance meaningless

110
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• In the best case: at least ten (two times five) and two times nine 
is plenty

minimum number of data to possibly get two-sided 
p < 1%: 5+5 or 4+6 or 3+9 or 2+19 or 1+200

and p < 5%: 4+4 or 3+5 or 2+8 or 1+40

• I often take two times 11 or 31 or 51
median, 5%-tile and 95%-tile are easily accessible  

with 11 or 31 or 51… data 

• Too many data make statistical significance meaningless

Statistical Testing: How many data do we need?
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‡ = 0.997, 1.008
� mean = 0.034

� median = 0.044
11x<median(y) = 51.6%
11y>median(x) = 51.9%

two empirical distributions
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Rare Events
The obvious: if we consider rare events to be important, we 
have to sample many data

112

pno observation = (1 � prare)
#samples

(1 − p)1/p ≈ exp(−1) ≈ 1/3
(1 − p)3×1/p ≈ exp(−3) ≈ 0.05
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Testing Frequencies

-statistics 
p-value  
χ2

113
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Statistical Analysis

“[…] experimental results lacking proper statistical analysis must be 
considered anecdotal at best, or even wholly inaccurate.” 

— M. Wineberg, 2016 

114

Do you agree (sounds about right) 
with the quote or disagree (is taken 
a little over the top)?

an experimental result (shown 
are all data obtained):

Do we need a statistical analysis?



Using COCO



Running an 
experiment
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Selecting algorithms 
for comparison
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Using COCO

121
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Using COCO

122

Visit https://
numbbo.github.io/data-
archive/

https://numbbo.github.io/data-archive/
https://numbbo.github.io/data-archive/
https://numbbo.github.io/data-archive/
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Visit https://numbbo.github.io/
ppdata-archive/

https://numbbo.github.io/ppdata-archive/
https://numbbo.github.io/ppdata-archive/

